World Environment Day Celebrations
On June, 5, 2019, Save The Environment (STE) jointly celebrated World Environment Day
with Millan Samity, Hrishikesh Park, Kolkata. The NGO has been persistently working to
spread awareness among the society about various means to control environmental pollution
and enrich the biosystem. Members of the organization at Kolkata took initiative to organize
celebrations of the World Environment Day. As a matter of fact, the budding generation,
especially the school children are the future builders of our society. It is therefore, vital to
facilitate them with the necessary knowledge about protection and conservation of our
environment.

The Chief Guest of the event was Professor Gaurab Gangopadhyay, Bose Institute, Kolkata
and was presided by Dr. Sandip Ghosh, Principal, Poddar Institute of Technology and
Management, Salt Lake, Kolkata. The occasion included poster making competition for school
children between the age group of 12 to 15 years and the theme was environment pollution. An
“open to all” quiz competition was also held and questions concerning the environment were
asked by a talking doll.

A seminar was conducted where our Chief Guest and President presented a talk on how the
society is contributing towards environmental pollution such as global warming. They also
described the various ways to control the pollution and inculcate certain good habits in our
daily practices to conserve the natural resources such as water. At the end of the seminar the
children who won the competitions were awarded. A magic show was also organized for the
children to enjoy the event. The participants showed their complete enthusiasm and activeness
among the children was a booster in itself for the members of STE.

The organization, STE is thankful to Professor Gaurab Gangopadhyay and Dr. Sandip Ghosh
for accepting the invite and gracing the occasion with their kind contributions. We also thank
our joint partner, Millan Samity, Hrishikesh Park, Kolkata for enabling us in successfully
achieving the celebrations of World Environment Day. In future also, we wish that more such
organizations come forward and enable the society to conserve and protect the Mother Earth.
As an NGO working for the environment, all the members of STE will continue to make the
general population aware about the environmental pollution, adversities related to it and
various ways (economic and eco-friendly) to combat the menace.

